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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM

To make available information about the ear's performance on various psychoacoustic parameters which is lacking for Navy personnel. This study investigated and reviewed the present status of one such parameter, namely, the ability of one ear to localize an acoustic signal and to relate the findings to a review of facts and theories of sound localization in man.

FINDINGS

Minimum audible angles for monaural localization were determined, monaural/binaural comparisons were quantified, and sound localization theories were reviewed.

APPLICATION

Information in this report is fundamental to specifying man's sensory requirements for optimal orientation in three dimensions. Recommendations on the basis of this study are made to specific questions from the Fleet to insure the most efficient use of the auditory modality in varied operations involving Navy personnel.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This investigation was conducted as a part of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery Research Work Unit MF12.524.004-9010D - Optimization of Auditory Performance in Submarines. The present report is No. 8 on this Work Unit. It was approved for publication on 14 January 1970, and designated as Submarine Medical Research Laboratory Report No. 607.

PUBLISHED BY THE NAVAL SUBMARINE MEDICAL CENTER
This paper considers what one ear contributes to man's perception of his auditory world and evaluates the monaural/binaural role in spatial orientation. Minimum audible angles were determined for monaural listening to moving sounds, and results were compared to similarly obtained binaural data. Much usable directionality existed for the monaural mode even at poor azimuths, and for both modes of listening the accuracy of response depended upon type of acoustical signal used. These findings are related to a review of facts and theories of sound localization by man. Recommendations based on the results and conclusions of this study can be made to the Fleet to ensure the most efficient use of the auditory modality in a variety of Naval operations.
Jongkees and van der Veer\textsuperscript{21} constructed a hollow artificial head of plaster, filled with cotton wool and having a very thin layer of cotton wool outside the plaster. This head was fitted with a plaster cast of a human auricle, and a microphone at the position of the eardrum. The meatus although presumably of typical dimensions was unspecified, nor was the coupling of the meatus to the microphone mentioned. Polar plots were recorded from the microphone at 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 kHz, when the head with and without the pinna was rotated in the three planes of space. Especially for the high frequencies (above 5 kHz) the information on azimuth available at the microphone lost a good deal of detail without the pinna, especially in the azimuth region near the ear axis. We would point out that in most of the several other artificial head studies, effects of the whole head and of the pinna are hopelessly confounded.

Cancura\textsuperscript{22} attributes to the auricle the fact that the audiogram for very high tones can be changed, if the head between judged vs actual source position for (a), (b), and (c), was .85, .76, and .67 respectively. However, allowing head movements "washed out" these differences.

Batteau\textsuperscript{24, 25, 26}, suggested that the rugate nature of the organ, its tragi, antitragi, helices and antihelices may introduce time delays at the eardrum, in response to a single acoustic transient, and that the auditory nervous system can operate on these delays by a process analogous to autocorrelation, as Cherry has suggested, to provide directionality from such time information alone. He was in fact successful in simulating a human pinna using three path lengths, of 1, 2, and 3 inches terminating at the corners of a small right triangle, and converging to a microphone. With one of these artificial pinna, giving delays of about 80 and 160 microsec for the two longer pathways, "definite" localization was possible. This indicates some directionality from a single pinna. Unfortunately, no quantitative tests were made of how localization with this system
In one experiment, Batteau mounted a rubber replica of the left ear of a person on his right side, facing backward. With the left ear blocked, sounds from the front now seemed to come from the rear; and if the ear were mounted upside down, sounds from above seemed to come from below. Again, nothing of a quantitative nature was reported to give magnitude to this interesting observation.

In another experiment Batteau placed S (N:20) in the center of a circle of eight loudspeakers at ear height in 22.5° steps in a reverberant room. S was asked to point to the speaker activated by speech. For binaural hearing the probable error was ± 3.8° after eliminating front-back confusions; for monaural hearing on the plugged side (S stuck his finger in one ear) the average error was 33°; on the open side 30°. These rough data (level of stimulus not reported; azimuth of activated speaker not reported; effect of ear plug not reported; contribution of plugged ear not calculable) do not corroborate the more careful study of Starch on the effect of a plugged ear, the study by Sjøholm, et al who did not find any deterioration until binaural asymmetry reached 20–25 dB, or the study by Condamines who found that monaural localization only deteriorated markedly when the sounds came from the plugged side.

Batteau mounted two artificial pinnae an unspecified distance apart in a presumably reverberant room; a rattle was sounded at any of 16 positions spaced at 20° in a circle of unspecified radius around the array. S could well indicate at which azimuth, or even elevation, the maracas was shaken, but with bare microphones performance was essentially random. This demonstration is inconclusive for the present purposes, since it confounds the time delay (created by the individual pinnae) with the sound shadow of the pinnae and the binaural interactions of S's two ears.

Flynn and Elliott showed that removal of the pinna in cat reduced acuity by 10 dB or more at 0.5 kHz and higher. Evidently the cat pinna serves as a funneling device as its first function in binaural hearing.

Mouzon and Mathes offer anecdotal evidence that complex sounds to one ear alone have different "qualities" in different azimuths. Of course this follows from the differential frequency filtering of the head and pinnae, and is hardly worthy of special remark.

Perrott and Elfner performed a crucial experiment: when two sound sources in the horizontal plane were first equated for loudness, monaural localization (with no head movement permitted) fell off to chance. Thus, the characteristics of the anatomy of the head and pinna were the substrate; in all probability, the intensity differences rather than the time differences provided for monaural localization.

Experimental confirmation of the ancient suggestion that the pinna largely provides for verticality judgments has been supplied by Roffler and Butler and Butler.

(3) Head Movements. Many authors have correctly noted that diotic
conditions in an immobile head can furnish a multitude of ambiguous directionality cues (for a full treatment see Matsumoto\textsuperscript{33} and any good recent text on experimental psychology), which can only be resolved by small head movements. Such movements are of course always present synchronized with the pulse of the order of five sec arc, and are present at random of the order of 3° even with the head supported (König and Sussman\textsuperscript{34}). (On the other hand, Kietz\textsuperscript{35} found good directionality for clicks which were much too brief to allow for head movements.)

Young,\textsuperscript{36} in his classic pseudophone experiment, first emphasized the role head movements play in localization, for either the monaural or binaural mode. He implied that localization judgments are based upon a totality of interaural differences, effects to which one ear alone is susceptible, and to a host of visual, labyrinthine, and kinesthetic cues, all usually congruent in meaning. Young\textsuperscript{37} modified his pseudophone so that head movements did not change the acoustics at the trumpet pickup, and found that three-dimensional discrimination was impossible. An explanation of his results is possible in monaural terms by noting that the numerous ambiguities render good localization impossible when the pinnae and head, and movements thereof, are prevented from modifying waveform and absolute intensity at a single ear.

Wallach\textsuperscript{38} noted the importance of head-turning for performance especially of front-back discrimination, and Christian and Röser\textsuperscript{39} noted the importance of head-turning for performance of monaural hypacusics who had audiometric asymmetries of 30+ dB.

Jongkees and van der Veer\textsuperscript{21} repeated on 20 Ss an experiment of Klensch\textsuperscript{40} using tubes about 2 ft long sealed into the meati and ending in small funnels, the polar patterns of which were unspecified but presumably symmetrical. Each tube, and S's head, could be moved together or all three independently. Unfortunately, an echo-free chamber was not available. Their results were:

(a) With both head and funnels immobile, no Ss externalized the sound; it all seemed within the head.

(b) With head fixed, tube movements caused the sound image within the head to move left and right.

(c) With head oscillated and the funnels moving in congruent fashion, the sound was externalized to its real position. Crossing the tubes led to a condition where the sound seemed to lie in the rear of S, as logically it should. A head movement of only 10°, combined with appropriate funnel movement, was sufficient to induce good externalization and directionality, however.

(d) With head oscillated and the funnels moving in noncongruent fashion (i.e., when head turned left, so that the right ear was nearer the loudspeaker, the funnel was pulled away from the loudspeaker) the sound was externalized to the rear.

(e) With the whole body oscillated on a revolving chair (thus giving
rise to minimal neck reflexes), seven of the 20 Ss lost directionality. Evidently, congruent kinesthetic cues have a real role in directionality. However, in a test of directionality with ten Ss, the head loosely fixed or completely immobilized with a dental mouthpiece and two other clamps, head movements did not contribute to directional efficiency in the horizontal plane.

All of the experiments to date on monaural localization have used stationery sound sources, and usually very coarse steps in degrees from one loudspeaker to the next. For example, in one of the better experiments (Fisher and Freedman\textsuperscript{23}) the sources were 22.5° apart; yet the minimum audible angle (m.a.a.) which the binaural head can achieve is of the order of 1-2°; any superiority of the binaural condition thus might be quite obscured by the coarseness of the measure.

It occurred to us that a moving sound source, which should yield a continuous set of changing loudness/phase/timing cues available to the single ear as a loudspeaker swept through some azimuth, if combined with an m.a.a. technique providing fine measures of performance, might furnish a more complete quantification of the monaural/binaural comparison than is now available. Therefore, the following experiment was conducted.

**III. METHOD**

**General.** S sat in front of a track upon which a loudspeaker rode on a little cart, and judged whether during a tone burst the loudspeaker moved left or right.

**Subjects.** Three experienced male staff members with essentially normal hearing served. All Ss judged under all stimulus conditions.

**Workspace.** The experimenter, S, and two loudspeakers were in an anechoic cube of 33,000 cu ft. All other apparatus was in an adjoining control space.

**Apparatus and Procedure.** A straight aluminum I-beam was mounted diagonally across a corner of the room, 3 ft above the grille floor, and S was seated 10 ft from and facing the center of the beam. A Janssen 15-inch triaxial loudspeaker in its commercial cabinet was placed on a cart which could be pulled at a constant speed of 6.5 inches/sec by a system consisting of a reversible DC motor, wire thread, and pulleys. The movement of the cart over the midline (0° azimuth) triggered a Grason-Stadler timer-switch combination which shaped and gated the output of either a General Radio oscillator or noise generator. The duration of the signal in msec governed the degree of azimuth swept through by the sounding source.

The sounds of the DC motor, pulleys, wheels, etc., were almost inaudible to S and were in any case noninformative. Nevertheless these unwanted noises were completely masked by a low level white noise originating from a second loudspeaker directly behind S. During any trial the experimenter positioned himself well out of any direct sound path.

In the binaural mode, S simply sat blindfolded facing the 0° azimuth. Steps
taken to create the monaural mode with pure tones were:

(a) Background noise on second speaker was set to mask apparatus noises;

(b) Open-ear binaural free-field threshold was obtained for the stimulus of the session; the stimulus pulsing 0.5-sec on, 0.5-sec off, the background noise on throughout;

(c) Main loudspeaker level was increased by 18 \( \text{dB} \) and "NODS" (wax-impregnated commercial earplugs) inserted into both ears.

Thus far we were pretty well assured that the NODS would prevent the S from hearing the output of the main speaker, but to make doubly sure,

(d) A circumaural muff was applied over the ear to be inactivated, and, furthermore, within that muff an earphone driver allowed for

(e) a masking white noise set 5 \( \text{dB} \) over the level at which it may have been found necessary to prevent hearing the 0.5-sec pulses of the main loudspeaker.

Thus the S's inactive ear was shielded from the sound source by an earplug, a circumaural muff, and, if necessary, a special low-level masking noise. Of course all these were removed from the test ear for the monaural condition.

The binaural mode stimulus level was always 18 \( \text{dB} \) over the threshold as in (b) above.

A series of runs, each consisting of five trials to the right and five to the left in random order, at a certain degree of arc \((125 - 12^\circ)\) were given by the Method of Serial Exploration and the 75\%-correct point found by graphic interpolation. This point was taken as the m,a,a., determined for 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, and 6.4 \( \text{kc/s} \), and for white noise, at 0 and at 60\(^\circ\) azimuth.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The m,a,a, are given in Table I. For one of the 30 threshold measures determined at 0\(^\circ\) azimuth and for ten of 30 at 60\(^\circ\), the values were too large for our equipment to measure before the discrepancy between the arc and the chord of loudspeaker movement might have intruded, and these values are listed simply as > 12\(^\circ\).

Direct comparisons of the monaural/binaural modes are given in Fig. 1 \((0^\circ \text{az.})\) and Fig. 2 \((60^\circ \text{az.})\). One trend is clear for the monaural mode to be inferior at 0\(^\circ\) \(< .001 \text{ by a one-tailed Wilcoxon test} \) though not in the lower frequency range and not for white noise. A second trend is clear for the monaural mode to be inferior at 60\(^\circ\) \((.001 \text{ by the Wilcoxon test}) \) though not at the higher frequencies, nor again for white noise. There is, thus, an interaction between mode and azimuth, Figs. 3-4 replot the data to show that this interaction is largely affected by the monaural mode (note that in the binaural mode the azimuth effect is preponderant only at 6,4 and perhaps 1,6 \( \text{kHz} \)). However, Wilcoxon's one-tailed tests indicate that the binaural m,a,a, are in fact smaller at each azimuth separately \(< .001\).
Table I. Minimum Audible Angle in Degrees for Moving Target

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>0° Azimuth</th>
<th>60° Azimuth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monaural</td>
<td>Binaural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 kHz</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 kHz</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 kHz</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4 kHz</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Comparison of Monaural/Binaural Minimum Audible Angles at 0° Azimuth.

Fig. 2. Comparison of Monaural/Binaural Minimum Audible Angles at 60° Azimuth.
A first conclusion we may draw from these data is that when the experimental conditions are made sensitive enough, the advantage of a second ear becomes obvious. Fig. 1 shows that if an experimenter is satisfied with a 10° blurring inherent in his apparatus, differences in the monaural/binaural responses would be entirely obscured; yet it will be recalled that the usual experiment positioned loudspeakers often 45° and seldom less than 22.5° apart. Fig. 2 shows that at 60° azimuth the monaural m.a.a. often exceeds 10°, but never for all Ss at any frequency, and indeed for white noise the monaural/binaural difference is negligible even at the 60° azimuth. It thus seems possible to explain the discrepancy between clear effect in these data, vs the general lack of effect mentioned in the literature review above, largely on the basis of sensitivity of measurement.

One makes, however, more of the similarities than of the differences in monaural/binaural m.a.a., since even when the monaural mode is shown to be inferior, the m.a.a. has deteriorated only by a maximum factor of two -- in other words, monaural localization has not deteriorated to unusability at any frequency or at any azimuth. Fig. 3 shows the worst case: only at 6.4 kHz at 60° are all Ss' m.a.a. worse than 12°, and the raw data indicate even there that two Ss reached 70%-correct at that setting, and another reached 65%. Evidently deterioration is far from complete. Fig. 1 shows the best case: at 0° azimuth the worst monaural m.a.a. was only 7°.

With the general effect established of sometimes deteriorated but still quite usable monaural localization, one is led to look for the kinds of cue which a one-eared S has available for decision. Several clues are provided in these data, concerned both with frequency content and azimuth.

The data for white noise are instructive, in that both high and low frequencies are represented. We see not only that the monaural/binaural difference vanishes at both 0° and 60°, but also that m.a.a. for white noise is as good at 60° as at 0°. Evidently the human seizes upon any clue.
available in order to make his decisions, and at some frequency even the worst case (monaural at 60°) finds some differential cue.

We may reason that there can be no question of centrally - or even peripherally-based deterioration of time or intensity discriminations peculiar to some frequency or azimuth; and the only question can be, what are the acoustic differences in (1) intensity, (2) spectral analysis, or (3) temporal patterning resulting from multiple-delay reflections off the pinna, on the basis of which S can distinguish between loci of sound source.

One hint from our data concerns the marked deterioration of monaural m.a.a. at 60°, but not at 0°. In the median sagittal plane the frequency of 0.8 kHz throws some sound shadow, and this (coupled with a sensitivity to change in phase as the stimulus is moved from the midline either toward or away from the open ear) gives S all the clues to directionality he needs. At the higher frequencies where phase is inutile, the head shadow assumes a role a bit less efficient, but still useful.

At 60° where the sound path is looking more directly into the ear, the differential sound shadow for adjacent points in space can be shown to be reduced, and in fact the m.a.a. is deteriorated at 60° for all pure tones.

The binaural m.a.a. for a moving target as used here can be directly compared to data on the binaural m.a.a. for a stationery source (Harris41) for the identical Ss (See Table II). The means from Table II are entered in Fig. 1 as triangles, and it can be seen that at 0° azimuth the two types of binaural m.a.a. are always indistinguishable, though it may be that the m.a.a. for the stationery target are superior on the average at 0.8 and 3.2 kHz.

The theory of localizing sound sources using the auditory modality is basic to many tasks being performed by Navy personnel. For example, free-swimming divers must utilize innate sensory capacities to orient themselves in three dimensional underwater space, to navigate, locate and/or avoid obstacles, and localize various sound sources underwater. Some men monitor different communication systems which require localization of specific loudspeakers for recognition. Many other examples become obvious to the human factors engineer who mates man and machine in the performance of particular Navy-oriented tasks.

Table II. Binaural M.A.A. in Degrees at 0° Azimuth (Using an Acoustic Zero) (Part of Table 16 from Harris41)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Frequency in kilohertz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn:</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A full understanding of man's sensory ability to localize sound must make use of basic theoretical aspects underlying such behavioral performance. The review reported herein supplies information from which recommendations are made to the Fleet to ensure the most efficient use of the auditory modality of Navy personnel with a variety of Naval operations.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three men highly experienced in listening, (1) with both ears open, and (2) with one ear plugged, muffed, and noise-masked, judged whether a sound source (bursts of white noise or tones of 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, or 6.4 kHz) moved left or right of (1) the horizontal midline, or (2) a point 60° off midline. A loudspeaker moved along a track at 6.5 inches/sec at a distance of 10 ft from the subject. Minimum audible angles (m.a.a.,) were computed as being that arc of which the direction was correctly detected on 75% of the trials. The binaural m.a.a., of the order of 2° for all stimuli at 0° azimuth, was equally good at 60° azimuth for white noise, but worse by a factor of two or more for pure tones, especially at 6.4 kHz. These m.a.a. are a bit better at some frequencies than the m.a.a. yielded by the same Ss for stationery targets in a previous report. The monaural m.a.a. at both azimuths were as good as the binaural m.a.a. for white noise, and for the lowest tone at 0° azimuth, but were distinctly inferior elsewhere. Both the azimuth and monaural/binaural mode effects reached high formal significance on one-tailed tests. A special deterioration of the monaural mode at 60° can be explained by a reduction at 60° of the differential sound shadow for sources at adjacent points in space. In toto, however, the data show much usable directionality for even the monaural mode at even the worse azimuth.

This investigation and review of man's ability to localize sounds in space supplies basic information about the ear's performance. Recommendations on the basis of this study can be made to the Fleet to ensure the most efficient use of the auditory modality in a variety of Naval operations.
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